i-cover®
Disinfectant
sprayers

Features
i-power 14 Li-Ion battery
powered, cold sprayer
Lightweight spray nozzle
Faster cleaning time,
better coverage
4 colour coded nozzles
for multiple applications
Shoulder, back, hand or
trolley carried

i-cover
In light of the current pandemic traditional approaches
to disinfecting don’t cut it anymore. They are often
inefficient, but also ineffective at providing proper
dwell times and complete coverage of a disinfectant.
The cordless i-cover is an advanced cold mist generator
designed to make your disinfecting job fast, efficient, and
thorough. Simply fill the tank with our range of
eco-friendly and safe liquids, push the trigger and start.

i-cover 1.0

i-cover 2.5

Wide spray
Better coverage because of
specific nozzles, a wide spray
fan generates faster cleaning.

Two versions
We have two versions of the i-cover:
i-cover 1.0 & 2.5. The difference?
They have different tank-capacities.

2 tanks
=
Continued
cleaning

i-cover 1.0 has a
removable tank

Empty tank
Convertible backpack
Four different ways to configure it
by hand, shoulder, back and with a
trolley. This guarantees better control
and excellent ergonomics for the user.

It takes 10 minutes for the tank
to be empty of the i-cover 1.0.
That equals 150m2 that is fully covered.
In comparison, the competitor takes
9 minutes which equals only 100m2
that is covered.

Corrosion resistant

Charge one battery

All internal rubber
components are chemical
and corrosion resistant.

Charge a single
i-power battery with
our new charger

Fine tuned stainless steel nozzles
Multiple nozzles provide fine
tuned coverage. For fragile objects,
use the yellow finest mist nozzle.
For indoor applications, use the green
fine mist nozzle. For food preparation,
use the orange medium mist
nozzle. For outdoors and walls, use
the blue coarse mist nozzle.
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Cordless Operation

nozzle
extension
piece

The i-power 14 battery carries
an approximate charge of 12 hours
(2.5) and 18 hours for the 1.0.

i-cover 2.5

Technical specifications
i-cover 1.0
Handle weight

1 kg

Total product weight

7.5 kg

Working reach (to empty tank)

150 m2

Running time battery

12 hours

Dimensions (l x w x h)

30x23x27 cm

Tank Volume

1 Liter

Extras

2 tanks included, for changing during operation
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i-cover 2.5

year

V2.0-20200618

Handle weight

1 kg

Total product weight

12 kg

Working reach (to empty tank)

375 m2

Running time battery

12 hours

Dimensions (l x w x h)

30x25x62 cm

Tank Volume

2.5 Liter

Extras

Integrated backpack and trolley
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